Coda Clusters in Moroccan Arabic
Jackson William Ramey
The goal of this thesis is to examine the syllable structure of Moroccan Arabic.
Furthermore, my objective is to analyze consonant clusters formed by subject affixes,
pronominal enclitics, and the negative enclitic. While work has been done on the
syllable structure of Moroccan Arabic, this present study expands the analysis of
Moroccan syllable structure to include verbs with complex coda clusters, which are not
included in previous studies of the language.
This study aims to understand the syllable structure of complex coda clusters in
verbs. Sonority patterns of roots, prior analyses of schwa epenthesis in Moroccan
Arabic, as well as study the special behavior of the sibilant IfI are investigated.
My primary motivation is to see how codas of three or four consonants are
parsed into syllables. Section 2 examines previous analyses of Moroccan Arabic
syllabification. I solve this problem from a different perspective in order to not replicate
what has already been done on the language. While the existing literature gives an
Optimality Theory analysis of syllable structure, this study presents an entirely reworked
OT analysis to account for suffixes and clitics that form coda clusters. According to the
prior literature, sonority plays a pivotal role in nominal syllabification but does not seem
to have an effect in the syllabification of verbs.
My work looks at how sonority plays a role in verb syllabification, especially on
how it pertains to the coda clusters. This work is important because cases of complex
codas consisting of three or more consonants are extremely common in the language,
yet prior work hardly touches on these occurrences. Based on the examination of
approximately 500 forms of all different combinations of sonority, this study presents an
analysis of the attested patterns, arguing that the underlying form of triliteral verbs is not
ICCC/, but instead ICCaC/, and that of four root verbs is ICaCCaCI as opposed to
ICCCC/. Also, I argue that the second person pronominal is underlying I-ak/ rather
than/-k/.
Section 1 presents background on Moroccan Arabic, outlines the data, and
presents the results of the data being pronounced. Section 2 presents a review of prior
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studies, one that treats Moroccan Arabic syllabification as cyclic, and one that treats
syllabification in an OT analysis. Section 3 presents my new and entirely reworked OT
analysis and included how to treat the special nature of the sibilant IfI.

1. The Data
Morocco is situated in the northwest of the African continent and shares a border
with Algeria to the east, a long western coastline on the Atlantic Ocean, and the
Western Sahara ' to the south. Its capital Rabat is in the northwest, and its largest city is
in Casablanca to the south. Moroccan Arabic is mostly mutually intelligible with Algerian
Arabic and to a lesser extent Tunisian Arabic, and is heavily influenced by French,
Spanish , and Berber. 2

1.1 Basic Phonology of Moroccan Arabic
For the purposes of this study, the consonantal system of Moroccan Arabic is as
follows.
(1 )
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1 Entire books could be written about the Western Sahara Conflict. For this paper, it's the Western
Sahara.
2 Jordi Aguade, Morocco (dialectological sUlVev!. in: Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics
vol.3, Brill , 2007
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One thing to note about the chart above is the glottal stop is not a part of the phonemic
inventory of Moroccan Arabic, it is instead only appearing in certain cases such as the
onset in order to prevent vowel initial words.

The vocalic system is as follows
(2)
High

u

Mid

a

Low

a

It is important to note that schwas in Moroccan Arabic are epenthesized, according to
prior literature. This is because the underlying form of all trisegmental stems is /GGG/,
and the schwa is epenthesized in the output to break up consonantal clusters. I will
discuss this more in depth later in this paper.
The vast majority of Arabic words consist of a three consonant skeleton called
the root. For example, we see the triliteral root /ktb/ related to writing, as well as the
assumed underlying form of 'he wrote'. Thus, the base form of trisegmental verbs
consists of a three consonant pattern of the form /GGG/. The base pattern's gloss is that
of the third person past tense, as there is no infinitive form in Arabic (Harrell 1962).
In Modern Standard Arabic, the three letter root can be inserted into a pattern of
vowels and other consonants to derive other words related to the meaning of the roor.
For example, if we take the root /ktb/, and insert it into certain patterns, a multitude of
words are created.
1. [kataba]- 'He wrote'
2. [kutiba] - 'It was written'
3. [kitreb] - 'Book'
4. [kretib] - 'Writer'
5. [maktab]- 'Office'
3
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6. [maktaba]- 'Library'
7. [maktub]- 'Written'
These are just some examples of vowel pattems, as well as some prefixes, in which the
root can be inserted. As we can see, there is a great variety of meaning that can be
created using the three letter root of Iktb/.

1.2 Presentation of the Data
An extensive list of Moroccan Arabic verbs was compiled. This list has multiple
forms for each verb: the base form (or the third person masculine past tense), the base
form with the first person past subject marker, the second person pronominal (when
applicable), and all of the forms with the negative enclitic. The forms were presented in
Arabic script, so the base form of the verb presented was

I,",,~I

'he hit' (read right to

left). The forms are as follows.

(3)
Affirmative

Negative

ICCaCI

Ima-I + ICCaCI + IfI

Id'rabl 'he hit'

Id'rabfl 'He didn't hit'

1st Person

ICCaCI + It!

Ima-I + ICCaCI + It! + IfI

Singular Past

Id'rabtl 'I hit'

Imad'rabtfl 'I didn't hit'

2 nd Person

ICCaCI + I-akl

Ima-I + ICCaCI + I-akl + IfI

Pronominal

Id'rabak/ 'He hit you'

Imad'rabakfl 'He didn't hit you'

1st Person

ICCaCI + It! + I-ak/

Ima-I + ICCaCI + ItI + I-akl + IfI

Singular with 2 nd

Id'rabtakl 'I hit you'

Imad'rabtakfl 'I didn't hit you'

Base Form

Person
Pronominal
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In the above paradigms, the Ima-I at the beginning of the word is part of the negation of
the verb. Moroccan Arabic has a circumfixational negator, similar to that of French, with

Ima-I preceding the verb, and the enclitic I-fl attached to the end of the verb and all
affixes.
My data is grouped by the sonority profile of the last two consonants of the root.
I am finding verbs whose second and third root consonants contain the different
possible combinations based on sonority. My native speaker has agreed to help
pronounce these forms. When looking at my sources such as Boudlal (2001), I have
native speaker data to fall back on and rely upon when extending the existing analyses
of Moroccan Arabic syllabification. Based on the prior understanding of syllabification in
Moroccan Arabic, I extend its existing analysis of syllable structure as it pertains to coda
clusters of more than two consonants.
The native speaker consultant is a fellow student at Swarthmore College. She
comes from Agadir, which is in the south of Morocco. In addition to speaking Moroccan
Arabic, she speaks English and French. Because she is from the southem tip of the
country, this fact could lead to some dialectal variation in the pronunciation of the data.
My data was presented to the native speaker consultant in the following manner.
I collected the data in randomized sets of roughly 20 verb forms. I recorded her
pronouncing the verb forms (as stated earlier), I listened for and identified where the
schwas were epenthesized in the verbs and in coda clusters not touched on in my
sources 4 Here is a sample of my process of data collection. I started with a sonority
hierarchy table for C2 and C3, with C2 being the top row, and C3 being the side. In
Moroccan Arabic, glides are never the final root consonant. Two liquids also never
appear in the C2C3 positions as well. I concem myself with C2C3 because these two root
consonants are the only important consonants regarding sonority and syllabification in
nouns. I will discuss this further later on.

4 Any mistakes in the analysis of my data is due to my own misinterpretation, and not through any fault of
the native speaker consultant
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(4)
C2C3

Glide

Liquid

Nasal

Obstruent

Glide

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Liquid

Isuwll - to ask

n/a

!?amarl - to order

Inzall - to descend

Nasal

Ixiyml - to camp

Klan/ - to delcare

Idmanl - to
guarantee

Ixdaml - to work

Obstruent

Iduwbl - to dissolve

Imlak/ - to own

Ixnaql - to strangle

/rfadl - to refuse

After I compiled these lists, I presented the data to the native speaker consultant in a
randomized manner. I recorded her pronouncing all 500 forms, so I could listen to them
later, as many times as needed in order to get the proper analysis.

1.4 Data Results
In this section, I present how the recorded verb forms are syllabified. The first set
of data I present is the syllabification of the base form. For this study I look at only nonderived verbs, such as those mentioned earlier.

(5)
Base Form Syllabification
Root ICCaCI

Syllabification

Gloss

Inzall

[nzal]

'He descended'

Iqball

[qbal]

'He accepted'

llifarl

[lifar]

'He dug'

In the base form, the triliteral verb is syllabified as CCaC in all cases. Verbs with four
leiter roots are syllabifed as CaC.CaC.
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(6)
First Person Past Tense
Root ICCaCI + ItI

Syllabification

Gloss

Id'rabtl

[d'rabt]

'I hit'

llisadtl

[Iisadt]

'I envied'

Iwsaftl

[wsaft]

'I described'

The first person past tense is syllabified as CCaCt in the trisegmental root, and for the
four leiter root verb, it is syllabifed as CaC.CaCI.

(7)
Base Form + Second Person Pronominal
Root ICCaCI + I-akl

Syllabification

Gloss

Id'rabakl

[d'ar.bak]

'He hit you'

llisadakl

[Iias.dak]

'He envied you'

Iwsafakl

[was.fak]

'He described you

The triliteral verb is syllabified as CaC.Cak, and the four root verb is syllabified as
CaCC.Cak.
(8)
First Person Past Tense + Second Person Pronominal
Root ICCaCI + ItI + I-ak/

Syllabification

Gloss

Id'rabtkl

[d'rab.tak]

'He hit you'

llisadtkl

[Iisad.tak]

'He envied you'

Iwsaftkl

[wsaf.tak]

'He described you

In this form, the triliteral verb is syllabified as CCaC.tak, and the four root verb is
syllabified as CaC.CaC.tak.
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(9)
Base Form + Negative

Imal + Root ICCaCI + IfI

Syllabification

Gloss

Imal + Inzalfl

[ma.nzaln

'He didn't descend'

Imal + Iqbalfl

[ma.qbaln

'He didn't accept'

Imal + llifarfl

[ma.lifarn

'He didn't dig'

These forms are syllabified as Imal + CCaCf in the triliteral root and Imal + CaC.CaCf in
the four leiter root. There is some variation on how Imal is syllabified. In a few
instances, the first root consonant becomes the coda of Ima/. Further research is
required in order to accurately predict these cases.

(10)

First Person Past Tense + Negative

Imal + Root ICCaCI + It! + IfI

Syllabification

Gloss

Imal + Id'rabtfl

[ma.d'rabtn

'I didn't hit'

Imal + llisadtfl

[ma.lisadtn

'I didn't envy'

Imal + Iwsaftfl

[ma.wsaftn

'I didn't describe'

In this form, the syllabification is Imal + CCaCtf in the triliteral root and Imal +
CaC.CaCtf in the four leiter root.
(11 )

Base Form + Second Person Pronominal + Negative

Imal + Root ICCCI + I-akl + IfI

Syllabification

Gloss

Imal + Id'rabkafl

[ma.d'ar.bakn

'He didn't hit you'

Imal + llisadakfl

[ma.lias.dakn

'He didn't envy you'

Imal + Iwsafakfl

[ma.was.fakn

'He didn't describe you'

These forms are syllabified are as Imal + CaC.Cakf if the verb is triliteral and Imal +
8

CaCC.CakI if the verb has four root consonants.

(12)
First Person Past Tense + Second Person Pronominal + Negative

Imal + Root ICCaCI + IV + I-ak/ + 1)1

Syllabification

Gloss

Imal + Id'rabtak)1

[ma.d'rab.takn

'I didn't hit you'

Imal + Illsadtak)1

[ma.llsad.takn

'I didn't envy you'

Imal + Iwsaftak)1

[ma.wsaf.takn

'I didn't describe you'

These forms are realized as Imal + CCaC.takI if the verb is trisegmental and Imal +
CaC.CaC.takI if there are four root consonants.

2. Review of Prior Studies
The syllable appendix as it relates to III is important because in the complex
codas being analyzed in my research, the negative enclitic is always preceded by at
least one, sometimes two, voiceless stops, thus routinely violating the Sonority
Sequencing Principle. This principle states that the nucleus of the syllable is preceded
and followed consonants with falling sonority towards the edges. 5 The basic syllable
structure of the word-final appendix is seen below.

(13)6 Structure of an extrasyllabic segment
(I)

A word-final appendix
PrWd

"

I

/~

Onset Nucleus

I
Xo

5
6

I
Xt.

Coda

I
Xt.

X

Clements (1990)
Vaux (2004)
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We see that, in the base form and the first person perfective, Moroccan Arabic
has branching onsets and codas. But Elfarhaoui (2013) states that schwa is never
epenthesized before the negative enclitic I-J/, so it is plausible that it is an extrasllaybic
segment. In his one example [ma ktebtJ] has a coda consisting of three consonants. We
know that C2 and C3 form a branching coda and that they have more or less equal
sonority. According to the binarity theorem as presented by Kaye (1992), all
constituents are maximally binary, thus the third root consonant and the first person
perfective marker would constitute the coda, and I-JI would be an extrasyllabic segment,
attaching as part of a word-final syllable appendix. In the example above, the syllable
would appear as follows.

(14) First person past tense [ktebtn with I-JI as an extrasyllabic segment
CJ

/

Onset

~

CC

A
Kt

/

Nucleus Coda

"

V

cc

I

bt

e

A

C

J

In this section, the idea of I-JI is discussed as an extrasyllabic segment, that is, a particle
that attaches on after all syllabification rules have applied.

2.1 Boudlal (2001
The general patterns of prior studies note that the underlying form of trisegmental
words are assumed to be of the form ICCC/, and in all verbs, the verbs are realized as
[CCeC]. This creates an onset cluster. When the trisegmental verb is in the first person
past tense, there is both an onset cluster and a coda cluster, because the output is
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[CCaCt]. With the second person pronominal clitic, Boudlal presents that the underlying
form is l-kJ, and in the output a schwa is epenthesized, even though it never suriaces
without [a]. One would expect it to behave like the first person past tense subject affix,
but, according to Boudlal, it is a different type of affix that belongs to a different
morphological category.
Benhallam (1990), as presented by Boudlal (2001), analyzes syllabification of
triliteral verbs with a Syllable Structure Assignment Algorithm (SSM). In his analysis, all
schwas in Moroccan Arabic are epenthesized in the output of the three-consonant root.
The other three vowels, Iii, lal, and lui only appear if they are underlying as part of the
templatic morphology. To syllabify the trisegmental verb, there are two primary rules to
give us the proper syllable structure. The first relevant rule of Benhallam's SSAA (rule
1b) is the assignment of CaC syllable structure to every unsyllabified CC starting from
right to left. The second relevant rule of Benhallam's SSM (rule 1 d) is the assignment
of a stray C as a branching onset or branching coda to a following onset or a preceding
coda. We see example (13) below.

(15)'
a
~

0)\
Ned

ccc
I I I
k t b

I I

---------> C eve

I I I I

k

I :)

b

All non-derived trisegmental verbs are syllabified the same way . With
Benhallam's rule 1b, we create a nucleus whose onset is the second consonant of the
root and whose coda is the third root consonant. The second rule (1d) adjoins the first
root consonant to the CaC syllable and thus the onset becomes a branching onset. This
is the base form and is the structure from which all other forms are derived. We can see

7

Boodlal (2001)
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that the base form of all non-derived trisegmental verbs have the syllable structure of
CCaC as seen in the five examples below.

(16)
Verb Root

Syllabified Verb

Gloss

Iktbl

[ktab]

'He wrote'

Id'rbl

[d'rab]

'He hit'

Iqtl/

[qtal]

'He killed'

Inzll

[nzal]

'He descended'

Isknl

[skan]

'He lived'

As we can see, there are onsets that violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle. This
principle states that the nucleus of the syllable is preceded and followed by consonants
with falling sonority towards the edges. The margins of a syllable should have falling
sonority, but there are routine violations of this rule in Moroccan Arabic, such as in the
following three examples.

(17)
Verb Root

Syllabified Verb

Gloss

Irkbl

[rkab]

'He rode'

Isbql

[sbaq]

'He preceded'

Iwqfl

[wqaf]

'He stopped'

The first example has a liquid precede an obstruent, and this violates the SSP because
liquids are more sonorous than obstruents. In the second example. The fricative lsI
precedes a stop, and fricatives are considered more sonorous than stops in this
language. This is discussed further on the next page. In the third example, a glide
precedes an obstruent, and glides are the more sonorous. As we can see, the SSP is
violated frequently.
12

Boudlal (2001) analyzes Moroccan Arabic syllable structure of verbs including
those with subject affixes and pronominal enclitics. He treats forms such as the base
form plus the first person perfective, as well as the base form plus pronominals. The first

person perfective subject marker -IV is added to the base fonm, for example [ktab] 'he
h~'

has a first person perfective form I ktbl +I-V, which is output as [ktabt]. For this form,

Benhallam (1990) applies cyclic syllabification in the chart below.
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( 18) Cyclic Sy llabification in the trisegmental verb according to Benhallam ( 1990)

Input

[[ktb]t]
First Cycle

Syllabification

ktab
Second Cycle

Affixation

ktab. - t

Sy llabification

ktabt

Output

[ktabt]

Benhallam first syllabifies the inner I ktbl in the first cycle. In the second cycle, he
adjoins the first person perfective affix I-U as a postmargin to the preced ing syllable, as

from rule 1d, thus giving the correct output [ktabt] as we can see in example (17) below .

(19)9 Syllable structure of the first person past tense after cyclic syllabification has
ocx:ured

'1\

I~d
I I

c c \" c C

!\

---- -->

I I I I I
k

8
[I

t ;}

b I

l~

cc\"cc
I I I I I
k

t ;}

b I

Boud lal (2001)
Boudlal (2001 )
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As we see, we still have a branching onset of the first and second root consonant
and now a branching coda consisting of the third root consonant and the first person
past tense affix l-tJ in the output
For the second person pronominal, the underlying form is proposed to be I-k/.
The syllable structure changes - specifically, the schwa is epenthesized before the I-k/,
which does not happen with the first person subject marker. For example Idrbl +I-k/ is
realized as [dar.bak] 'he hit you"0 Instead of behaving like the first person past tense
affix l-tJ, it is syllabified differently. It appears that this syllabification is not caused by
something phonologically but by something morphologically.
Boudlal proposes that, in Moroccan Arabic, nouns are syllabified differently than
verbs, so the SSAA does not always work in correctly syllabifying nouns. In these
instances, the sonority of the root consonants is the deciding factor as it comes to
schwa epenthesis. The hierarchy of sonority for Moroccan Arabic is presented by
Boudlal (2001) as follows.

(20) Sonority Hierarchy in Moroccan Arabic

Glides> Liquids> Nasals> Fricatives> Stops

We can see how this hierarchy interacts in the following groups of nouns, where
Boudlad assumes the underlying form to be IGGG/.

(21) (Sonority of G2 > G3)
Root

Syllabified Noun

Gloss

Iqlbl

[qalb]

'heart'

Id'rbl

[d'arb]

'hitting'

Ibntl

[bant]

'girl'

10

I used this root because it is infelicitous to use the root Iktbl in the second person pronominal form
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(22) (Sonority of C3 > C2)
Root

Syllabified Noun

Gloss

/klf/

[ktaf]

'shoulder'

/zbl/

[zbal]

'rubbish'

/qfz/

[qfaz]

'cage'

Root

Syllabified Noun

Gloss

/flq/

[ftaq]

'hernia'

/wsxl

[wsax]

'dirt'

/smn/

[sman]

'Preserved butler'

(23) (Equal Sonority of C2C3)

A schwa is epenthesized before the second consonant of the noun root if its sonority is
greater than that of the third consonant. If the sonority of the third consonant is greater
than or equal to that of the second consonant, the schwa is epenthesized before the
third consonant.
In the examples inTable (19), the sonority is the second root consonant is great
than that of the third, so the schwa is epenthesized before C1 and C2. What is
interesting is that according to Boudlal (2001), the verb /d'rb/ is syllabified [d'rab].
In the examples in Table (20), the sonority of the third root consonant is greater
than that of the second, so the schwa is epenthesized between C2 and C3.
In the examples in Table (21), we see how the sonority of C2 and C3 are equal,
so the schwa is epenthesized between those two root consonants. In regards to the
SSP, enforcing falling sonority in the coda is prioritized over the onset, and that any
sonority combination can be found in it.
Where the litlerature falls short is that it has failed to look at coda clusters of
more than two consonants. Examples of this occur frequently in cases where subject
affixes, pronominal enclitics, and the negative enclitic appear in the same verb. Analysis
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of codas consisting of more than two consonants, e.g. from these morphological
phenomena, is not considered by Boudlal (2001), but it is touched on briefly by
Elfarhaoui (2013) as we see in his sole example of a trisegmental coda in example (22).

(24) Complex codas according to Elfarhaoui (2013)

Imaktbtfl
[maktabtIl
'I didn't write'

The coda takes the form of CCC, where the first is the third root consonant, the second
is the first person singular subject affix, and the third is the negative enclitic I-fl.
Elfarhaoui argues the schwa cannot be epenthesized before the negative enclitic n

2.1 Optimality Theory
Boudlal (2001) engages with the syllabification of Moroccan Arabic in Optimality
Theory, and in this section I present his analysis. The basic syllable structure, according
to Jakobson (1962) and Clements (1983)'2 is of the type CV. From this we get two
constraints.
ONSET '3
Syllables must have an onset
NO-CODA
Syllables must not have a coda

The next constraints that Boudlal presents are MAX and DEP.

MAX-IO
Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output
DEP-IO
11
12

13

Elfarhaoui (2013)
Boudlal (2001)
McCarthy and Prince (1993)
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Every segment of the output has a correspondent in the input

According to Boudlal, of these 4 constraints , any form violating ONSET and MAX-IO is
never optimal, since these are ranked above both DEP-IO and NO-CODA as we can
see from the tableaux below.14

(25) Tableau of latayl - 'tea' demonstrating how ONSET and MAX outrank DEP
latayl
~

ONSET

,. ?a.tay

b. ley

c. a.tay

"

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

MA,"'{-IO

DEP-IO

•

"

(26) Tableau of IJawya/- 'roasting' demonstrating how MAX and DEP outrank NO-COOA.

Ifawyal

MAX-IO

DEP-IO

•

Q- a. faw.ya
b. fa.ya

NO-CODA

"

c. fa.wd.ya

"

The next constraint posed is that of PARSE-segment
PARSE-seg
Every segment must belong to a syllable

This constraint also dominates DEP-IO , and by transitivity NO-CODA, and is
undominated along with MAX-IO and ONSET.15

14
15

Boodlal (2001)
Boodlal (2001)
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(27) Tableau of ikatbi - 'writer' demonstrating MAX and PARSE outranking DEP

ikalbi

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

MAX-IO

ka. l ~b

~, .

b. .ka.lb

."

c. b
d. ka.I~.b~

PARSE-seg

DEP-IO

•

..,

..,

One form is not considered, which is the monosyllabic form [katb] which would not
violate any of the rules, but it is not correct. That gives us a new constraint COMPLEXMARGIN, which states the following.

~COMPLEX-MARGIN

Onsets and codas must not branch

(28) Tableau of ikatbi -'writer' showing how

Ikatbi
~,.

~COMPLEX

outranks DEP

· COMPLEX

ka .l~b

DENO

.,

b. kiHb

Thus far, we have undominated constraints ONSET, MAX, PARSE, and

•
~COMPLEX-MARGIN,

and the dominated constraints Dep and No-Coda

The next constraint is

~MINOR-SYLLABLE

which states the following.

~MIN-a.

Minor syllables are prohibited. Minor syllables are considered by Boudlal to be the first
root consonant in forms such as C.CeC
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(29) Tableau of ibka/- 'to cry' showing how *COMPLEX outranks DEP, which outranks
*MIN-a
·COll,1PLEX

DEP-IO

·Min-G

•

"'a, b,ka

"

b, bka
c, b;),ka

"

Tableau (27) demonstrates how violations of *MIN-a are assessed, and how it interacts
with *COMPLEX and DEP, The next constraints are FOOT-BINARITY (FT-BIN) and NUCLEARHARM~Y

(H-Nuc),

FT-BIN
Feet are binary under syllabic or moraic analysis
H-Nuc
A higher sonority nucleus is more harmonic than one with lower sonority,

FT-BIN outranks *MIN-a and H-Nuc, and *MIN-a and H-Nuc are not ranked with respect
to each other.

(30) Tableau of ibkal 'to cry' showing how Ft-Bin outranks *MIN-a and H-Nuc

Ibka'
~,.

IT-BIN

b",ka"

b. b.ka"

"

·Min-G

•
•

,
,
,

;

,

,,

H -NUC

•

,
,

Boudlal considers C-nuclei to be less harmonic than V-nuclei. However, with words on
the pattern CCV and CCeC, the only way to satisfy FT-BIN is by assigning a mora to the
first consonant, thus violating H-NUC and subsequently *Min-a, This demonstrates that
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FT-BIN must outrank H-Nuc and *MIN-a. Also, *MIN-a and H-Nuc are not ranked with

respect to each other. '6
We then have ALiGN-R, which states the following.

ALiGN-R
The right edge of the verb/adjective stem must be aligned with the right edge of the
prominent syllable.

(31) Tableau of /ktb/ - 'he wrote' demonstrating that *MIN-a outranks ALiGN-R which outranks
DEP

Iktbl

*Min-cr'

ALIGN-R-cr'

'"""a. k.tab

*
*!

b. kat.b
c. b t.1S

16

*

*!

In total , we have the following constraint hierarchies.

17

DEP-IO

*

'

?

Boudlal (2001), page 67
See Boudlal (2001) for his complete analysis, Chapter 3, pages 51-96
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(32) Hasse DiagriYTl of all Constraints according to Boudlal
IT_BIN ' COMPLEX

MAX_IO PAR5E->O£ ONSET SO:SORIlY VERlIROOT _ 'M.......
(a. _ _l
[;..1

/
AlJGN_R tyb-'Adj, G'J

DEP-IO

/\

'M .. ...-, H _NUC

V
NO-CODA

According to this analysis the triseg-nental verb will be syllabified as CCaC, 'Nhereas the
noun is syllabified differently, as sonority plays a major role in determining schwa
epenthesis.

3.1 The Analysis
In this section, I propose a new, more comprehensive, and m cr e complete
Optimality Theory account for the syllabification of verbs in Moroccan Arabic. I consider
for the first time that there are in fact underlying vowels in Moroccan Arabic that account
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for certain structures in the language, especially as they pertain to complex codas. I
show how the underlying form of the triconsonantal verb is of the form CCaC, and the
underlying form of the four consonant verb is CaCCaC. Also, the underlying form of the
second person pronominal is I-ak/. My analysis relies on running an analysis inn
OTSoft's using the following constraints.

DEP: Output segments depend on corresponding segments in the input: one violation
will be assessed for each segment in the output that doesn't appear in the input (this
constraint prevents epenthesis).

SONORITYSEQUENCINGPRINCIPLE (abbreviated to SDp): Codas should not violate the
Sonority Sequencing Principle, which states that the sonority of the coda should be
falling towards the edges

FOOT BINARITY (abbreviated to FT-BIN): Feet must be binary under syllabic analysis

LINEARITY (abbreviated to LIN): Precedence is maintained between input and output

'COMPLEX-ONDET (abbreviated to 'COMPLEX): Onsets must not be branching (prevents
complex onsets)

PARDE-DYLLABLE (abbreviated to PARDE): Every segment must belong to a syllable.

MAX: Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output (this constraint
prevents deletion)

This Optimality Theory analysis presents tableaux detailing and providing proof for the
ranking structure.
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OTSoft Version 2.5, developed by Professor Bruce Hayes at UCLA
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(33) DEP and LIN outrank *COMPLEX.
/d'rab/
a)

a

DEP

LIN

*COMPLEX
*

d'rab
*!

b) d'arb
*!

c) d'a.rab

If *Complex were ranked above LIN, then d'arb, with metathesis preventing a complex
onset, would incorrectly be selected as the winning candidate. Likewise, if *Complex
were ranked above Dep, then d'a.rab, with epenthesis preventing a complex onset,
would be wrongly selected as the winner.

This tableau (34) shows how DEP outranks FT-BIN. If FT-BIN outranked DEP, then the
losing candidate d'a.rab, which epenthesizes a schwa, would be wrongly predicted as
the winner. Instead, a winning candidate with a single footed syllable is selected,
violation FT-BIN.

(34) DEP outranks FT-BIN

/d'rab/
a)

a

DEP

*!

d'rab

b) d'a.rab

FT-BIN

*!

If LIN were to outrank FT-BIN, the losing candidate d'rabk would win because the
winning candidate d'ar.bak does violates LIN. Also, DEP now must outrank LIN by
transitivity. MAX is ranked lower so that it does not affect candidate by in (35).
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(35) FT-BIN outranks LIN.

FT-BIN

Id'rab + -ak!

a

a)

*

d'ar.bak

b) d'rabk

LIN

*!

If *COMPLEX were to outrank LIN, then the losing candidate d'arb would be wrongly
selected as the winner because it does not have a complex onset

(36) LIN outranks

*COMPLEX.

LIN

Id'rabl
a)

a

*

d'rab

b) d'arb

If

MAX

*COMPLEX

*!

were to outrank

PARDE,

than the losing candidate kar(ka.bak) would win, even

though the winning candidate kark.bak deletes a schwa.

(37)

PARDE

outranks

MAX.

Ikarkab + -akl
a)

a

MAX

MAX
*

kark.bak

b) kar(ka.bak)

If

PARDE

*!

were to outrank FT-BIN, the losing candidate (kar)(ka.bak), which has one foot

that is not binary, would win over the correct form kark.bak that deletes a schwa.
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(38)

FT-BIN

outranks

MAX

/karkab + -ak/

FT-BIN

MAX
*

a) CY kark.bak
b) (kar)(ka.bak)

*!

If the order of these two constraints were reversed, than the losing candidate
(kar)(kab.tak) which parses all of its syllables would win over the winning candidate
kar(kab.tak).

(39)

FT-BIN

outranks

PARDE.

/karkab + -t + -ak!

FT-BIN

PARDE
*

a) CYkar(kab.tak)
b) (kar)(kab. tak)

*!

If *COMPLEX were outranked by

PARDE,

then the losing candidate kark.btak would win

because the winning candidate kar(kab.tak) is not fully parsed. Therefore,
also outranks

(40)

*COMPLEX

MAX.

*COMPLEX

outranks

PARDE

/karkab + -t + -ak!

*COMPLEX

*

a) CYkar(kab.tak)
b) kark.btak

PARDE

*!
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If FT-BIN were to outrank SOp, then the losing candidate qa.tIt would win because it
does not violate FT-BIN, whereas the winning candidate qtalt does violate this
constrain!.

(41) SSP outranks FT-BIN.

I qtal + -tl

a

FT-BIN

SOp

*

qtalt
*!

qa.tIt

Tableau (42) shows the final ranking structure applied to the four consonant root in the
first person past tense with the second person pronominal.

(42)
Ikarkab + -t +-ak

a

DEP

kar(kab.tak)
kar.kab. tak

(kar)(kab.tak)
kark.btak
kark(ba.tak)
krak(ba.tak)

Ssp

Ft-Bin

kra(kab.tak)
karkb.tak
*!

,
,
,
,
,
,,,
,,

Lin

*Complex

Parse

Max

*
***!

*!
*!
*!

,

(kra )(kab. tak)

(kar.ka )(ba. tak)

,,
,,,
,,,
,,
,,
,,
,,,

*!

*!

*
*

*!

*

*

*

*!

*

*

*
*
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(43) Hasse diagram of constraint ran kings

DEP

SONORITVSEQUENCINGPRINCIPLE

FOOT BINARITV

\
LINEARITV

\
'COMPLEX-ON D ET

\
PARDE-DvLLABLE

\
MAX

Contrary to Boudlal (2001), I propose the underlying schwa in the base form between
the second and third root consonants (CCaC) in triliteral roots. Also, there underlying
schwas between C1 and C2, and between C3 and C4 (CaCCaC) in the four-consonant
root, and the underlying schwa in the second person pronominal (I-ak/). This is
proposed because it is predictable, and schwas always appear in the output. The
following Hasse diagram presents the final ranking of the constraints is as follows.

3.2 The Negative Enclitic as an Extrasyllabic Segment
Because of the morphologically redundant nature of the /-f/ and aliso, because
the

SSP

constraint is highly ranked in my OT analysis, I suggest that it is an

extrasyllabic segment. The syllabification of the /-f/ at the end of the prosodic word
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would lead to routine violations of the Sonority Sequencing Principle. It does not make
sense for a grammar to constantly violate a constraint that is undominated. Also, no
schwa ever appears before the negative encliclic in the output; it is always part of a
branching coda that routinely violates the SSP. Therefore, this enclitic is argued not to
be a part of the prosodic word, so it attaches on after all of the syllabification rules have
applied, so in all of the prior cases, the syllabification remains the same, and the enclitic
attaches to the end, forming a coda cluster of two or three consonants. The following
examples show how the negative forms treated earlier are realized, with the codas in
bold.

(44) Base Form + Negative

Imad'rabfl
[ma.d'rabJ]
'He didn't hit'

(45) Base Form + First Person Past Tense + Negative

Imad'rabtfl
[ma.d'rabtJ]
'I didn't hit'

(46) Base Form + Second Person Pronominal + Negative

Imad'rabakfl
[ma.d'ar.bakJ]
'He didn't hit you'

(47) Base Form + First Person Past Tense + Second Person Pronominal + Negative

Imad'rabtakfl
[ma.d'rab.takJI
'I didn't hit you'
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(48) Base Form (4 roots) + Negative
/makarkabf/
[ma.kar.kabJ]
'He didn't roll'

(49) Base Form (4 roots) + First Person Past Tense + Negative
/makarkabtf/
[ma.kar.kabtJ]

(50) Base Form (4 roots) + Second Person Pronominal + Negative
/makarkabekf/
[ma.kark.bekJ]
'He didn't roll you'

(51) Base Form (4 roots) + First Person Past Tense + Second Person Pronominal +
Negative
/makarkabtekf/
[ma.kar.kab. tekJ]
'I didn't roll you'

After all of the syllabification rules have applied, the negative enclitic attaches at the end
as an extrasyllabic segment.

4 Summary

In this paper, I propose a new approach to syllabification of verbs in Moroccan
Arabic. Firstly, I propose that the underlying structure of the triliteral verb is of the form
/CCaC/, and the output remains faithful [CCaC]. The prior literature states that the
underlying form is /CCC/, where a schwa is epenthesized in the output [CCaC]. I have
also proposed the underlying the second person pronominal affix, the underlying form is
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I-akl where Boudlal presents this as just I-k/. I came to this conclusion because in the
pronunciation of the verbs, there is always a schwa before the affix, leading me to
believe that it was different in the input than what Boudlal proposes. This allows the affix
in the input to remain faithful in the output. This allows In addition, I have proposed that
the underlying form of the four consonant root differs from what Boudlal proposes. In
this paper, the underlying form is treated as ICaCCaC/, whereas Boudlal gives the input
as ICCCC/. Again we see how the form that I propose remains faithful in the output of
the base form. As the negative enclicitc is not touched upon by Boudlal (2001) or any
prior sources, I newly propose the nature of the enclitic as an extrasyllabic segment that
falls outside the syllabification of the prosodic word, which does not allow violations of
the Sonority Sequencing Principle to be assessed. However, this was not implemented
in the OT analysis.

4.1 Avenues for Future Work
There are some instances where the negator Ima-I varies in syllabification
regarding the first root consonant, and this perhaps is because of place of articulation of
the consonant. As part of future analysis, I could determine in which cases the first
consonant of the root would be syllabified as part of the initial negator Ima-I.
Also, there is ample opportunity to expand my Optimality Theory analysis to
include more parts of the language into the analysis. I have only touched on verbs here,
and primarily trisegmental verbs. If I were to have more data on four consonant root
verbs, I would be able to refine my analysis to include all parts of the verb lexicon.
Although in this paper the proposed constraints give the optimal output, this is
falsifiable, especially as it pertains to the four consonant verb root. Because of the lack
of available data regarding four-consonant roots, a piece of counter evidence could be
presented. The two examples of four-consonant stems examined in this study have the
same relative sonority structure, where C2 is a liquid and C3 is an obstruent.

(52)

Ikarkabl
[kar.kab]
'He rolled'
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(53)

Isarfaql
[sar.faq]
'He slapped'

Given more data, my proposition could be proven wrong. If there existed a four
consonant verb, for example, that was underlying Ifatram + -ak!, my analysis would give
the output of [fatr.mak]. This form clearly violates the Sonority Sequencing Principle,
and might not be the actual candidate. In addition, the negative enclitic I-fl could also fit
into future analysis, creating a more comprehensive OT analysis of Moroccan Arabic
verbs.
My analysis does not treat nouns or adjectives. I could expand the analysis to
include these parts of the language. Nouns are syllabified based on sonority according
to Boudlal, and by studying their syllabification in my analysis, I would have a more
complete OT analysis.

4.2 Conclusion
This study contributes to the existing literature on the syllabification of Moroccan
Arabic. Prior sources attempt to explain the syllabification of Moroccan Arabic, but fail to
account for forms that would otherwise create complex codas in the underlying form,
such as Ima + qtal + t + ak +f/. This paper simplifies the mechanism by which verbs are
syllabified in these forms. This expands our knowledge and understanding of the
language, and it also provides a large amount of data that was collected from the help
of a native speaker, as well as presenting a new analysis of the phenomenon in
Optimality Theory.
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